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2 Introduction 

Dashboards are key in guiding end-users, object owners & administrators in their daily tasks. 
They must deliver the data in an intuitive way and assist in finding the right decision.  
RSA Identity Governance & Lifecycle has offered dashboards and dashboard components 
early on. Elementity’s Dashboards on Fire enhance and augment those capabilities. 
 
The Dashboards on Fire – Elements is the foundation and provides functionality for 
improved dashboard layouts, interactive tabular reports, and graph types.  
The elementity Dashboards on Fire content packages leverage the Elements’ foundation to 
enable their advanced content. Customers of the Elements can use the provided features to 
create their own interactive dashboards.  
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2.1 Pre-requisites 
Supported RSA IGL Versions and 7.5+ along with the browsers and application servers and 
Oracle RDBMS’ supported in those versions. 
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3 Installation 

3.1 Acquire Package 
Download the latest package from the link provided by elementity or contact us via 
info@elementity.de 
 
Save the file(s) to your desktop and unpack it to a location of your choice. 

3.2 Package Content 
The provided archive contains the following files 
 
File type Name Remark 
Java Server Pages elementity_calendar_heatmap.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_common_css.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_common_js.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_cr_actions.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_cr_timeline.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_dash_layout_ng.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_dash_layout_ng_design.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_dash_layout_ng_setup.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_factplus.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_graph_template.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_news_ticker.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_query_facility.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_query_facility_admin.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_tabular_report.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_tabulator_styles.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_text_bite.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_worldmap.jsp  
Java Server Pages elementity_network.jsp  
String Translation 
File 

customerstrings_de.properties  

String Translation 
File 

customerstrings_en.properties  

JavaScript elementity_ace_mode-json_sql.js  
JavaScript elementity_ace_worker-json.js  
JavaScript elementity_ace.js  
JavaScript elementity_apexcharts.min.js  
JavaScript elementity_chroma.js  
JavaScript elementity_d3.js  
JavaScript elementity_glider.min.js  
JavaScript elementity_gridlayoutcreate.js  
JavaScript elementity_jquery.sparkline.js  
JavaScript elementity_jsonform.js  
JavaScript elementity_leaflet.js  
JavaScript elementity_mark.min.js  
JavaScript elementity_tabulator.js  
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JavaScript elementity_underscore.js  
JavaScript elementity_worldmap.json.js  
JavaScript elementity_xlsx.js  
RSA IGL config 
XML 

AveksaMetadata-
elementity_DOF_admin_dashboard_7.5.xml 

Home 
Dashboard 
providing 
the 
administrativ
e interface 
for IGL v7.5 

RSA IGL config 
XML 

AveksaMetadata-
elementity_DOF_DEMO_dashboards_7.5.xml 

Demo 
Dashboards 
for IGL v7.5 

RSA IGL config 
XML 

AveksaMetadata-
elementity_DOF_Base_dashboards_7.5.xml 

Base 
Dashboards 
for IGL v7.5 

Oracle SQL File DDL_ELEUSER_CREATE_USER.sql Creates user 
and issues 
needed 
GRANTS on 
AVUSER 
objects 

Oracle SQL File DDL_SEQ_T_ELE_QUERY_FACILITY_ID.sql  
Oracle SQL File DDL_T_ELE_QUERY_FACILITY.sql  
Oracle SQL File DDL_ELEUSER_ELE_QF_ADMIN_head_body.

sql 
 

Oracle SQL File DDL_ELEUSER_RANDOM_INT_CSV_func.sql  
Oracle SQL File GRANTS_TO_AVUSER.sql Grants 

needed by 
AVUSER 

Oracle SQL File GRANTS_TO_ELEUSER.sql Grants 
needed by 
ELEUSER 

Dashboards on Fire 
Bootstrap 

ele_dashboard_<version>.bootelejson  

Dashboards on Fire 
Component Export 

ele_dashboard_components_DemoComponents_<
version>.elejson 

 

 

3.3 Prepare Oracle Database 

3.3.1 Using standard user 
The above listed Oracle SQL scripts will create a new database user named ELEUSER and 
create several objects under that user.  
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The SQL files use standard values for the password and for the tablespace. 
Adjust the files to best match your own environment. 

 
Use a database client (Oracle SQL Developer, SQL/plus or similar) to run the provided SQL 
files with a database user having the permissions to create a new user and referenced objects 
(go for SYS if in doubt). 
 
As a user with permissions to create a new database user: 

1. DDL_ELEUSER_CREATE_USER.sql 

2. Issue the additional GRANTs for ELEUSER (see GRANTS_TO_ELEUSER.sql) 

As a user with permissions to create a new database user or ELEUSER (if you use 
ELEUSER, you can revoke the SESSION privilege if you don’t like that database user to 
login): 
 

3. DDL_SEQ_T_ELE_QUERY_FACILITY_ID.sql 

4. DDL_T_ELE_QUERY_FACILITY.sql 

5. DDL_ELEUSER_ELE_QF_ADMIN_head_body.sql 

6. DDL_ELEUSER_RANDOM_INT_CSV_func.sql 

7. Issue the additional GRANTs needed for AVUSER (see GRANTS_TO_AVUSER.sql) 

3.3.2 Using custom user 
If it is not possible to work with the standard ELEUSER, it is possible to initialize the 
database for another user, e.g. AVUSER, AVMAPPER or any other: 
 

1) Edit the provided database scripts and swap all mentions of ELEUSER with the user 

of your choice 

2) Run the scripts in the order mentioned under 3.3.1 Using standard user (most cases 

that is AVUSER). The grants for ELEUSER and AVUSER are then not needed 

anymore. 

3) Create a RSA IGL System variable elementity_db_user and set its value to the 

name of the database user of your choice. Navigate to Admin -> System and click on 

the “Edit” button. 

4) Scroll all the way down and in the “Custom” section add a new variable 

elementity_db_user (1) with the value of matching your database user (2) and 

click on the “Save” button (3) and exit the dialog by clicking on the “Ok” button. 
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If you change this setting, simply access the Advanced Component 
Administration (5.1 Component Administration Interface) to assure the 

setting gets applied on all relevant components 

 

3.4 Upload Files  

3.4.1 Via RSA IGL UI 
1. In the RSA IGL web interface, navigate to Admin -> User Interface and 

click on the Files tab.   

2. From the drop-down list select JSP Pages and then upload all Java Server Pages 

files listed above, one after the other. 

3. Select Javascript from the drop-down list and upload all javascript files listed 

above. 

4. Select Customer Strings from the drop-down list and upload all customer 

strings properties files listed above. 

5. Navigate to Admin -> Import/Export and import the configuration XML file 
AveksaMetadata-elementity_DOF_admin_dashboard_X.Y.xml 

whereas X.Y represent the version number of your environment. 

6. Restart RSA IGL application server(s) 
 

3.4.2 Via  Dashboards on Fire Administrative Interface 
Before the first component can be added, the bootstrap file must be provided.  
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1. Navigate to the Component Administration Interface by clicking on “Home” and 

then the dashboard “Dashboard on Fire Setup” 

2. The following screen will appear 

 
3. Click on “Import” and choose the file “ele_dashboard_<version>.bootelejson” and 

click on “Upload” 

4. After the upload finished, click on “Close”. The screen will refresh, and an empty 

administrative table appear. 

 

3.5 Validate installation 

3.5.1 Component Administration Interface 
Navigate to Home and check that the dashboard “Dashboard on Fire Setup” is present. It by 
default is only available to AveksaAdmin. Change this setting under Admin -> 
Dashboards if needed. 
 
To validate the other component types and for a demo setup complete the following (or 
simply setup your own components) : 
 

1. Navigate to the Component Administration Interface and click on “Import” 

2. Browse for the file “ele_dashboard_components_DemoComponents.elejson” 

and upload it. The import will automatically start after the upload is finished 

3. Navigate to the RSA IGL main menu Admin -> Import/Export and import 

the configuration XML file AveksaMetadata-
elementity_DOF_DEMO_dashboards_X.Y.xml whereas X.Y represent the 

version number of your environment. 

  

3.5.2 Other components 
If you have imported the demo components and dashboards prior, you can validate the other 
components by accessing the dashboards “General Showcase – On Fire”, “Tabular Reports – 
On Fire”, “Charts – On Fire” and “Drill-Down – On Fire”.  
Those dashboards will use the currently defined business units and user identities along with 
generated demo data. 
 

 
 
Due to current defect in RSA IGL 7.5+ the order of the imported dashboard components will 
be incorrect. The correct order can often be restored by editing the dashboard definition and 
shifting one component down the rank and up again.  
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4 Getting Started 

To create your own dashboards, first think about the best practices. 
 
Next, come up with the required SQL to extract the information for each component. Keep 
performance in mind (see this article and others).  
 
Either through your own experience or even better, in dialog with the actual end-users, 
choose how the data best should be presented. This leads to choosing the right component 
type for the task at hand. 
 
Come up with a dashboard layout that gives the most space to the most important data points 
whilst also providing enough context for the auxiliary components.  
 
Setup each component (including the layout) and tune it using the preview capabilities. The 
final layout inside the actual dashboard will determine the available screen real-estate.  
 
Configure the RSA IGL dashboard. Keep in mind to have the advanced layout component as 
the first component and mind the order of the other components.  
 
Gather feedback from the end-users early on and incorporate sensible suggestions to increase 
the end-user acceptance.  
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5 Administrating Dashboards on Fire 

5.1 Component Administration Interface 

5.1.1 Overview 
 

 
 
1 Create a new component 
2 Clone selected component(s) 
3 Delete selected component(s) 
4 Export all or selected component(s) 
5 Import from file (*.elejson) 
6 Reload table 
7 Select all row checkbox 
8 Grouping control (click on the icon) 
9 Search boxes (type in search term) 
10 Sorting controls 
11 Grouping section(s), appear when groupings are active 
12 Selection controls, one checkbox per row, multiple selections possible  
13 Type columns 
14 Category column, edit via autocomplete 
15 Preview (click to launch preview window) 
16 Query Name, must be unique 
17 Display Name, will get shown in portlets where supported, if no value is given, 

the Query Name will get used 
18 Description: will get shown in portlets where supported and if configured in the 

portlet setup. Will appear as mouse-over of the title if title gets shown 
19 Data format  
20 Portlet Setup 
21 Preview (click to launch preview window) 
22 Based on… indicates if the component is linked to a RSA IGL-native component 
23 SQL (if applicable) 
24 Created On (not shown on screenshot), timestamp of component creation 
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25 Created By (not shown on screenshot), shows component creator  
26 Modified On (not shown on screenshot), timestamp of component modification 
27 Modified By (not shown on screenshot), component modifier 

 

5.1.2 Preview and configuration URL 
The preview shows the component the way it will appear in a dashboard with actual data (3). 
If a component is capable to receive drilldown actions, a dropdown box will appear (2) that 
you can choose what target number the component should react for.  
The configuration URL/URI string that needs to be used to define the matching IGL 
dashboard component can get copied by clicking on the button (1). 
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6 Advanced Dashboard Layout  

The advanced layout component gets used inside a standard dashboard. For it to have the 
most control over the layout, it must reside as the first component in a dashboard that uses a 
dynamic, one-cell setup. It can house standard out-of-the-box components from IGL as well 
as Dashboards on Fire advanced components. 

6.1 Create a new layout 
1. Navigate to the Component Setup dashboard and click on the “+ Create 

Component” button. 

2. Fill in the values for the new component (here only a meaningful name is needed for 

the layout component 

3. At the bottom of the dialog, select the “Component Type” to be “Dashboard 
Layouter”.  

4. Click the “Add” button on the top of the dialog 

5. The new layout component will get added to the bottom of the list of components 

and appear highlighted 

6.2 Adjust layout 
1. In the row of the new layout component, click on the “Data Format” cell (mouse-

over will show “Dashboard Layout Configuration”). 

2. The following dialog will appear 

 

 
 

6.2.1 Layout options 
You can choose between ready-to-use layouts or create your own custom layout  
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6.2.1.1 Ready-to-use layouts 
1. Scroll through or filter the available layouts using the “Filter” section.  

2. Click on the layout to select it, double-click to enlarge/preview it; double-click again 

to minimize it 

3. Click “Update” on the top left to save the configuration of this layout component 

 

6.2.1.2 Custom Layout 
Note: You can create your own new layout and save it but editing an existing one is currently 
not supported. 
 

1. Use the control on the left to create or remove columns (1) and rows (2) as well as 

adjusting the grid gap (3). We recommend a grid gap of at least 10 pixel. 

 

 

 

For more info about grid layout, please visit the comprehensive guide at CSS-Tricks 

: Complete Guide to Grid (https://css-tricks.com/snippets/css/complete-guide-grid/) 

2. The right controls help you to undo/redo and delete the current layout. A night-

mode has the grid turn dark to help editing late at night… 

 

 

 

3. The main grid editor can be used to adjust the grid itself (click and drag the grid 

lines) as well as defining portlet placeholders. 

To do so, click and drag your mouse from one field over to another. This will display 

a dialog where you have to name the portlet. 
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4. Name the portlet “portlet” followed by a sequential number starting from 1 e.g. 

“portlet1”. Then click “Save”. 

 

 
 

5. You can delete already named sections by click on the red “X”. 

6. Once you are done, click on “Update” on the top left corner of the editor 

6.2.1.3 Controlling End-user features 
A set of features can be enabled or disabled depending on the desired use-case using the 
“Dashboard Options” selection boxes: 
 

 
 
Do so by selected “Yes” or “No” in the respective feature’s drop-down 

 
Feature Function  Benefit  
Zoom Users can zoom into a 

portlet  
The component gets more 
screen real-estate and hence 
users can view more 
information at once and/or 
the data gets displayed in a 
larger format, speeding up 
the user’s decision. 

Hide empty portlets If enabled, any empty slots 
in the layout will be empty 
and no portlet placeholder 
will be shown  

Ability to create “empty 
space” in the layout 

Portlet Picker Users can swap out a portlet 
with another component that 
is “off-screen” and currently 
not visible yet configured 
for this particular dashboard 

Users can customize the 
dashboard to their liking and 
see the information they 
require for the task at hand, 
decreasing decision time and 
increasing decision quality 

Gallery  Alternative view of all 
portlets in style of a picture 
gallery 

All portlets are zoomed in, 
providing more screen real-
estate and hence providing 
more information. 
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Gallery Categories  Groups the portlets in 
Graphs, Tabular reports, 
facts and advanced 
components 

Streamlines the selection of 
the components, speeding up 
the decision process 

 

6.3 Create a new RSA IGL dashboard using a custom layout 
1. Navigate to Admin -> Dashboards and select your type of new dashboard 

(Welcome, Topic, Object) and click “+ Create Dashboard”. 

2. Fill in the values to your liking (don’t forget to enable it) and in the Layout options 

choose Proportional Layout and the first, one-cell option 

3. Click on Dashboard Components and the “+ Add Component” button 

4. Select “Custom User Link”  

5. In the “Full URL string” text field paste the URL you copied from 5.1.2 Preview and 

configuration URL. 

6. click “OK” to save the component 

 

6.4 Adding content components 
Add components of your liking to the IGL dashboard configuration. In the advanced layout 
administrative interface, the portlet numbering starts at #2.  
Any component added to the IGL dashboard will appear in the cells in order of their ranking.   

Any editing of a component will place it at the end of the dashboard. Please 
assure to re-arrange it if needed. This is especially true for the advanced 

layout component which always must be the first component. 

In the example below the advanced layout component correctly sits in the first position (1). 
The other components can be ranked using the button controls in the “Order” column (2). 
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To add advanced components (7 Advanced Components): 
 

1. Copy the configuration URL/URI (5.1.2 Preview and configuration URL) 

2. Navigate to the dashboard configuration and click the “Edit” button to reach the 

dashboard content configuration page 

3. Click on the “Dashboard Components” tab and click “Add Component” 

 

 
 

4. In the following Add dialog, select the “Custom User Link” type (1) and in the “Full 

URL string” text box (2) paste the previously copied URL of the advanced 

component. Assure that the Style is set to “Inline display” (3). If you use the 

advanced layout component, the border setting will get ignored. 

 If all went well, the component will appear in the Preview section (4).  

 

 
 

5. Exit the dialog with “Ok” as you do the parent dialog. 

 
 

6.5 Adjusting Naming of advanced components 
There are two places where the name of the RSA IGL component that represents an advanced 
Dashboard on Fire component is relevant. That name is not related to the query name or the 
description. It is an RSA IGL-internal naming schema. 
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Those names get displayed in the portlet picker menus (1) and the Gallery view (2).  If you 
don’t change those names like shown below, a generic placeholder text will get used. 
To change the name: 
 

1. Navigate to “Dashboard” and the “Components” tab.  (1) 

2. Search the advanced dashboards you want to name. Do so easily by searching for 

“elementity” (2) in the “Name” or “Reference Object” column or globally 

 
 

3. Once you identified the correct component, click on the hyperlinked “Name” 

4. Click on the “Edit” button 

5. In the edit dialog give the component an expressive name (1) and exit the dialog 

with “Ok”. A description (2) could be added as well, however that information won’t 

be displayed anywhere but could help you identify the component at a later point in 

time. 
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6. The choosen name is now visible in the Portlet Picker Menu (see Fehler! 
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte 
nicht gefunden werden.) and Gallery View (see 6.6.2 Gallery & Gallery Categories). 

6.6 End-User Interface 
If there are any end-user features enabled (see 6.2.1.3 Controlling End-user features), the 
portlets will show: 
 

6.6.1 Zoom 
The zoom will appear in the portlet menu once the user click on “Show Portlet Options” 
 

 
Clicking on the zoom arrows will enlarge the portlet to the maximum. The zoom arrows will 
change into zoom-out arrows (1). 
 

 

6.6.2 Gallery & Gallery Categories 
If the gallery is enabled, the matching option (1) will appear in the portlet options. 
 

 
 

Once selected, the user will be shown all currently visible portlets in a gallery view. The user 
can return to the table-based layout by clicking (1).  
If gallery categories are enabled, the categories are displayed as additional tabs (2). The 
corresponding components get displayed under (3). If the categories are not configured to be 
shown, the tabs for the components show all components in their respective order.  
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7 Advanced Components 

The advanced components go beyond the ones provided by RSA in terms of functionality 
(drill-down, reactive layout etc.) and visual capabilities. They provide a rich set of features to 
enable conveying information to a target audience in the most suitable way. 

7.1 Tabular Report 
 

 

 
 

7.1.1 Create 
 

 
 
1 Component Name. Must be unique 
2 Business friendly display name 
3 Description, can be displayed to the user, too 
4 Choose component type (here: Tabular Report) 
5 Choose template for faster setup.  

Available options: 
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Plain (no search, no download) 
Searchable 
Download enabled 
Searchable & Download enabled 
 

 

7.1.2 Database SQL Definition 
Once the component got created, a SQL query must get defined to deliver the data for the 
report. To do so, click on the  SQL cell of the newly created report. The default SQL is 
“select 'Dashboards are on Fire' as "Fact" from dual”. 
 

 
 
1 Test you SQL. We still recommend using a full SQL client like Oracle SQL 

Developer to develop your queries. 
2 The SQL 

 

7.1.2.1 SQL options 
For columns the data returned can be interpreted by the data format (#28 in 7.1.3.2 Per-
Column Options) and the data format option string.  
 
For sparklines the columns must return the multiple values separated by commas enclosed by 
straight brackets: 

[ <val1>,<val2>,…] 
 
Use SQL aggregate functions like LISTAGG to build up such a list. 
For the other format options, take the information straight from #28 in 7.1.3.2 Per-Column 
Options. 

7.1.3 Data Format Setup 
There is a plethora of options available to fine-tune the end-user experience.  To edit the data 

setup, click on the icon in the Data Format column of the report in question. 
 
The configuration is divided into global and per-column options.  
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7.1.3.1 Global Options 
 

 
 
# Function Option 
1 Group data by column Select from a list of available 

columns 
2 Grouping behavior If a user or the admin groups by a 

column, will the groups be expanded 
automatically or not 

3 Initial sorting Select a column to sort by, use (4) to 
set the sorting direction 

4 Sort direction Choose from ascending or decending 
5 Layout mode The modes attempt to layout the 

table in various means. A column’s 
width can be overwritten in the per-
column section. 
 
"Resize to Data”  
"Resize to Data full Table width" 
"Resize to Data stretch last column", 
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"Resize to Data, stretch non-width 
columns" 

6 Height Table height. You may need to 
adjust it depending if you use cell 
content that stretches the call height 
beyond the default (e.g. using 
sparklines or user profile pics).  
Use e.g. calc(100% - 1.7em) to 
make sure the table footer/paging 
controls are visible to the end-user. 

7 Responsive layout mode "none" – insufficient horizontal 
space will make a scrollbar appear 
 
“Hide columns that don't fit" 
 
"Collapse columns beneath each 
row" – values will appear in an 
adjoined row 

8 Horizontal align Global option for horizontal content 
alignment in cell 

9 Vertical align Global option for vertical content 
alignment in cell 

10 Columns resizable Global option to allow column 
resizing 

11 Column moveable Global option to allow column 
moving 

12 Paging mode “Remote paging” – database 
provides pages on demand 
“Local paging” – all data gets loaded 
into the table from the start 
“none” – no pages, one continuous 
list instead 

13 Page Size  
15 Ajax Filtering If enabled, all filtering/searching will 

be done by the database instead of 
the browser 

16 Ajax Sorting If enabled, all sorting will be done 
by the database instead of the 
browser 

14 Header filter live delay Global option for the delay between 
the input of a search filter and the 
triggering of the search 

17 Nested field separator  Used for nested data (upcoming 
feature) 

 

7.1.3.2 Per-Column Options 
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# Function Option 
16 Start of Per Column 

Section 
 

17 Columns returned by the 
SQL query 

Drag and drop them to change the order they get displayed 

18 Field ID Read-only, value returned from SQL query 
19 Column Name Business-friendly name of column 
20 Visual options  
21 Width in pixel of % Width of column, will overwrite the automated adjustment of the 

select table layout method 
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22 Horizontal align Column option for horizontal content alignment in cell 
23 Vertical align Column option for vertical content alignment in cell 
24 Columns visible Column option to control if column is visible 
25 Column resizable Column option to allow column resizing 
26 Column frozen  Controls if a column can be moved or not 
27 Data Format Section  
28 Format Format Description 

Plain Text Display values as-
is 

Text w/ linebreaks Display as-is w/ 
linebreaks 

HTML Interpret values as 
HTML 

Currency Value is currency 
Image (URL) Value is image 

URL (same origin 
policy may apply) 

Link HTML link 
Datetime Date/Timestamp 
Checkbox Checkbox 

(ticked/un-ticked) 
Datetime difference to... Date/Time 

difference 
Colour Colour, the cell's 

value can be any 
valid CSS color 
eg. #ff0000, #f00, 
rgb(255,0,0), red, 
rgba(255,0,0,0), 
hsl(0, 100%, 50%) 
 

Star rating A n-star rating 
Traffic light Red/Yellow/Green 

coding of a state 
Progress Bar Progress bar 
Sparklines Line, bar, pie 

“chartlets” 
Download from URL Download a link 

via a click on a 
button 

Highlight row and/or 
Traffic light 

Highlights a row 
conditionally in 
various colors 
and/or shows a 
traffic light (full 
or single bulb) 

Deep Object Link Links to objects 
like groups or 
review results 
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with or without 
specific object-
dashboard as well 
as Topic and 
Home dashboards 

Object Info Popup Opens the default 
object popup 
containing info 
regarding the 
linked object 

 

29 Formatter String Forma
t 

Formatter String 

Plain 
Text 

n/a 

Text 
w/ 
linebre
aks 

n/a 

HTML n/a 
Curre
ncy 

{ 
    decimal:",", 
    thousand:".", 
    symbol:"£", 
    symbolAfter:"p", 
    precision:false, 
} 

• decimal - Symbol to represent the decimal 
point (default ".") 

• thousand - Symbol to represent the thousands 
seperator (default ",") 

• symbol - currency symbol (no default) 
• symbolAfter - position the symbol after the 

number (default false) 
• precision - the number of decimals to display 

(default is 2), setting this value to false will 
display however many decimals are provided 
with the number 

 
Image 
(URL) 

{ 
    height:"50px", 
    width:"50px", 
} 

• height - a CSS value for the height of the image 
• width - a CSS value for the width of the image 

(if omitted proportional scaling applies) 
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Image 
(URL) 
plus 
option
al 
Badge 
w/ 
info/co
unter 

{"badgeCol":"BADGE", "style": 
{"height":"80px"}} 
 

• height - a CSS value for the height of the image 
• width - a CSS value for the width of the image 

(if omitted proportional scaling applies) 
• badeCol – Rawname of column holding the 

badge info (number or text) 

 
Image 
(SVG) 
plus 
option
al 
Badge 
w/ 
info/co
unter 

{"badgeCol":"BADGE", "style": 
{"height":"80px"}} 
 

• height - a CSS value for the height of the image 
• width - a CSS value for the width of the image 

(if omitted proportional scaling applies) 
• badeCol – Rawname of column holding the 

badge info (number or text) 

 
Link { 

    labelField:"name", 
    urlPrefix:"mailto://", 
    target:"_blank", 
} 

• labelField - the field in the row data that should 
be used for the link lable 

• label - a string representing the lable, or a 
function which must return the string for the 
label, the function is passed the Cell 
Component as its first argument 

• urlPrefix - a prefix to put before the url value 
(eg. to turn a emaill address into a clickable 
mailto link you should set this to "mailto:") 

• urlField - the field in the row data that should 
be used for the link url 

• url - a string representing the url, or a function 
which must return the string for the url, the 
function is passed the Cell Component as its 
first argument 

• target - a string representing the value of the 
anchor tags target artibute (eg. set to "_blank" 
to open link in new tab) 

• download - treat the link as a download instead 
of opening in the browser (default:false), this 
can take three different types of value:  

o true - a boolean value of true will mark 
the link as a download and use the 
filename provided by the server 
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o string - a string for the filename of the 
downloaded file 

Dateti
me 

{ 
    inputFormat:"YYYY-MM-DD HH:ii", 
    outputFormat:"DD/MM/YY", 
    invalidPlaceholder:"(invalid date)", 
    timezone:"America/Los_Angeles", 
} 

• inputFormat - the format of the date/time in 
the row data(default: yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss)  

• outputFormat - the format of the date/time to 
be displayed (default: dd/MM/yyyy)  

• invalidPlaceholder - the value to be displayed 
if an invalid input date/time is provided 
(default:""), this can take three different types 
of value:  

o true - a boolean of true will display the 
cells original value 

o string/number - a string on number will 
be displayed instead of the cells value 

• timezone - set the timezone for the datetime, it 
will accept any valid Moment Timezone. In 
order to use this property you must include the 
Moment Timezone library in your project, in 
addition to moment.js 

 
Check
box 

{ 
    allowEmpty:true, 
    allowTruthy:true, 
    tickElement:"<i class='fa fa-
check'></i>", 
    crossElement:"<i class='fa fa-
times'></i>", 
} 

• allowEmpty - set to true to cause empty values 
(undefined, null, "") to display an empty cell 
instead of a cross (default false) 

• allowTruthy - set to true to allow any truthy 
value to show a tick (default false) 

• tickElement - custom HTML for the tick 
element, if set to false the tick element will not 
be shown (it will only show crosses) 

• crossElement - custom HTML for the cross 
element, if set to false the cross element will not 
be shown (it will only show ticks) 
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Dateti
me 
differe
nce 
to... 

{ 
    inputFormat:"YYYY-MM-DD", 
    humanize:true, 
    invalidPlaceholder:"(invalid date)", 
} 

• inputFormat - the format of the date/time in 
the row data(default: yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss)  

• date - a moment object of the data to compare 
against (defaults to the current date time)  

• humanize - if set to true diff will be displayed 
in a human readable fashion (eg "10 days") 
(default: false)  

• unit - the time using for the difference (years, 
months, weeks, days, hours, minutes, seconds). 
This property will be ignored if humanize is 
used (default:seconds)  

• suffix - if humanize is used setting this to true 
will make times relative (eg "10 days ago"). if 
humanize is not used the string passed to this 
will be appended after the difference value 
(default:false)  

• invalidPlaceholder - the value to be displayed 
if an invalid input date/time is provided 
(default:""), this can take three different types 
of value:  

o true - a boolean of true will display the 
cells original value 

o string/number - a string on number will 
be displayed instead of the cells value 

 
Colour n/a 
Star 
rating 

{ 
    stars:8, 
} 

• stars - maximum number of stars to be 
displayed (default 5) 

 
Traffic 
light 

{ 
    min:0, 
    max:10, 
    color:["green", "orange", "red"], 
} 

• min - minimum value for traffic light (default 
0) 

• max - minimum value for traffic light (default 
100) 
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• color - colour of traffic light (default ["red", 
"orange", "green"]), this can be: 

o array of strings - an array of color 
strings, that will divide the background 
colour across the min-max range of 
values (eg. ["green", "orange", 
"#ff0000"]) 

Progre
ss Bar 

{ 
    min:0, 
    max:10, 
    color:["green", "orange", "red"], 
    legendColor:"#000000", 
    legendAlign:"center", 
} 

• min - minimum value for progress bar (default 
0) 

• max - minimum value for progress bar (default 
100) 

• color - colour of progress bar (default 
#2DC214), this can be: 

o string - any valid css color string (eg 
"#fff000") 

o array of strings - an array of color 
strings, that will divide the background 
colour across the min-max range of 
values(eg ["green", "orange", "red"]) 

• legend - a text value to display over the 
progress bar, this can be: 

o string - any string 
o true - if set to true this will show the 

value of the cell 
• legendColor - the text colour for the legend, 

has the same range of value options as the color 
property 

• legendAlign - the text alignment for the legend, 
this can be:  

o center - center align text (default) 
o left - left align text 
o right - right align text 
o justify - stretch out text to fit line 

 
Sparkl
ines 

{ "height": "50px", "width":"100%", 
"type":"line"} 
For all options, please visit 
https://omnipotent.net/jquery.sparkline/#s-docs 

Downl
oad 

{ “fileNameCol”: “FILENAME”, 
”fileSuffix”:”xml”, 
”qfQueryName”:”QF_FETCH_DASHBOARD_META”} 
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from 
URL • fileNameCol – Name of the column (raw) 

holding the filename the downloaded data 
should be saved to. Can be a single value or an 
array ([“<col1>”,”<col2>”…]). If array, then 
the final filename will be a concatenation of all 
the values, separated by underscore. Either use 
this setting alone or: 

• fileName – Name of file for saving, if 
fileNameCol is set, the final filename will be 
the concatenation produced by fileNameCol 
and appending the vlue of fileName 
separated by an underscore 

• fileSuffixCol – Name of the column (raw) 
holding the suffix the downloaded data should 
be saved as. Either use this setting or: 

• fileSuffix – Suffix of file  
• qfQueryName – If stated, will use the query 

facility and use the query with the name 
provided plus set the INNER1 query parameter 
to the value of the column. If no qfQueryName 
gets stated, the whole URL must be returned in 
this column  

• qfReturnFormat – If stated, determines the 
return format of the query (JSON, RAW, CSV) 

Highli
ght 
Row 
and/or 
traffic 
light 

{"traffic":{  "color":["white", "yellow", 
"red"], "diameter":"15px","showAll": true, 
"fadeStart":5}, "row":{ "color": 
["white","rgb(255,255,0)","rgb(255,255,0)"], 
"fadeStart":6},  "min":0,   "max":5} 

• traffic – if specified, a traffic light will 

appear. 

o color – an array of colors for the 

traffic light. Default are 

green/yellow/red, however any amount 

of CSS values is allowed. If 

fading/pulsating is configured, only 

colors that got specified by rgb(…) will 

fade in/out. 

o diameter -  diameter of a traffic light 

bulb in a CSS value, e.g. “10px” for 10 

pixel width. 

o showAll – If set to true, will show all 

traffic light bulbs, inactive ones will be 

white. If set to false, only the active 

color will be shown 

o fadeStart – if specified, will make the 

active bulb fade in/out continuously. 
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The value on which this starts gets 

stated here. It can be above the max 

value that itself indicates when the 

most critical bulb turns on 

• row – if specified, will control the highlighting 

of the entire row  

o color – an array of colors for the traffic 

light. Default are green/yellow/red, 

however any amount of CSS values is 

allowed. If fading/pulsating is 

configured, only colors that got 

specified by rgb(…) will fade in/out. 

o fadeStart – if specified, will make the 

active bulb fade in/out continuously. 

The value on which this starts gets 

stated here. It can be above the max 

value that itself indicates when the 

most critical color is used for 

highlighting and starts pulsating that. 

• min – Minimal expected value what would 

indicate the selection of the first color 

• max – Value that would indicate the selection 

of the last color 

Deep 
Object 
Link 

{"typeCol":"<colname>","idCol":"<colname>","
dashIdCol":"<colname>", 
>","dashNameCol":"<colname>", } 

• typeCol – specifies the object type or 

dashboard type. If object following values are 

permitted (case not important): 

User, Account, Group, App-role, Ent, 
Entitlement, Business-Unit, Directory, 
Application, Global-Role, Business-Role, 
Technical-Role Role,Role-Set, Request, CR, 
Data-Resource, Data-Resource-Set, Review-
Definition, Review-Result, Review-Report, Rule, 
Rule-Set, IDC, ADC, EDC, MAEDC, MAADC, 
RDC, MRRDC, DADC, METADC 

If Topic dashboards can be aimed at: 

Users, Resources, Roles, DataAccess, 
Certification, Rules, Reports, Admin 
For Home dashboards, choose Home 

• idCol – specifies the (numerical) ID of the 

object  
•  dashIdCol – If, for an object, a certain 

dashboard should be opened and not just the 

first in order, then the ID of that dashboard 

must be stated in the specified column. Object 

dashboards get referenced by ID and not 
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name, careful when moving from environment 

to the next. 
• dashNameCol – specifies the name of the 

Home Dashboard that should get displayed 

Object 
Info 
Popup 

{"typeCol":"<colname>","idCol":"<colname>", 
“deepLink”: true|false} 
 

• typeCol – specifies the object type or 

dashboard type. If object following values are 

permitted (case not important): 

User, Account, Group, App-role, Ent, 
Entitlement, Business-Unit, Directory, 
Application, Global-Role, Business-Role, 
Technical-Role, Role,Role-Set, Request, CR, 
Data-Resource, Data-Resource-Set, Review-
Definition, Review-Result, Review-Report, Rule, 
Rule-Set, IDC, ADC, EDC, MAEDC, MAADC, 
RDC, MRRDC, DADC, METADC 
 

idCol – specifies the (numerical) ID of the object 
deepLink – If specified and set to true, an additional 
icon will appear next to the (i) icon offering a deep link 
to the object referenced. Not all objects have a UI, e.g. 
user entitlements, app-roles, accounts have only a pop-
up link. 
  

 

30 Sorting & Filtering section  
31 Sortable Check if column can be sorted by the end-user 
32 Sort type Type of sort: 

 
Type Description 
String  
Number  
Alphanumeric  
Boolean  
Date  
Time  
Datetime  

 
 

33 Sorting Order Ascending/Decending 
34 Header Filter If enabled, shows a filter box in the header for users to type in their 

search term 
35 Enable live filtering If ticked, will issue the typed in filter after the Header filter delay 

has passed (see 14) 
36 Header & footer section  
37 Header names vertical If ticked, the header name will be roted 90 degree to the left 
38 Header menu enabled If ticked, the header menu with options to hide current column, 

adding a hidden column and column grouping will be enabled 
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39 Calculation on top A number with the calculation will appear on the top of the column 
 
Type Description 
None  
Average  
Minimum  
Maximum  
Sum For numbers-only columns, 

sums up all values 
Count Displays a count of all 

values (no distinct, just 
plain all) 

 

40 Calculation on bottom A number with the calculation will appear on the bottom of the 
column 
 
Type Description 
None  
Average  
Minimum  
Maximum  
Sum  
Count  

 

41 Download & Export 
section 

 

42 Check if column should be 
included in download 

If ticked, column will be included in the downloaded file 

43 Drill-down section Note: For the drill-down to work, all related components HAVE 
TO be used inside the advanced layout component. Enable the drill-
down with the drop-down provided (not shown). 

44 Drill down parameters Syntax varies based on the component 
 
General items: 
 

• Rank Number: identifier for the target 

• Query name: name of the query as defined in the “Query 

Name” column of the main component administration 

table 

• Cols: column name(s) of this (source) query that should be 

set as filter for the target component with their respective 

values 
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7.1.4 Portlet Setup 

 
1 Show Title If ticked, the title will be set to the Display Name, otherwise 

the Query Name 
2 Show Description Shows the Description und the title. The description will be 

the mouse-over to the Title in any case 
3 Style Style Description 

SecurID 

 
RSA 

 
Simple 

 
 

Bluma 

 
 

Semantic 
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Midnight 

 
 

Bootstrap 

 
 

Modern 

 
 

Standard 

 
 

4 Show Friendly Filter 
in Title 

By default, any drill-down filter tiggered by another 
component will be displayed as a funnel icon right next to 
the title and in the portlet info area in the top right corner: 

  
 
Enabling this option will append the filter spelled out using 
the column titles. E.g. 

 
 
Keep in mind that not all columns returned by the SQL 
might be displayed in the table but are hidden (either via 
configuration or because the layout demands them to be 
hidden). If there is not business friendly name for a column, 
the name returned by the SQL will get displayed. So even if 
a column is configured to be invisible but it will be used 
later on in a filter, give it a user friendly title. 
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7.1.5 End-User Experience 

7.1.5.1 General 
 

 
 
1 Title Displayed if configured in the portlet setup 
2 Description Displayed if configured in the portlet setup. Always 

available as a mouse-over of the title if title is visible 
3 Download link Shows menu of available download formats 
4 Drill-down indicator If the “Eye” icon gets displayed together with the column 

title, then drill-down is enabled for this column. Clicking on 
a value inside that column will trigger the configured drill-
down action(s) 

5 Cell boundary (drag 
to resize) 

Handle can be used to resize a column if the configuration 
permits it. Moving of a column (if enabled) can be achieved 
by clicking on the header and dragging 

6 Sorting indicator  Triggers and indicates the sorting order 
7 Header filter box Type in search term and hit Return/Enter or wait for the 

automatic live filtering (if enabled) 
8 Header menu 

Triggered by clicking the three vertical dots in a 
column’s header (if enabled). Shows options to group (if 
enabled), hide and add columns as well as redrawing the 
table 

9 Column bottom 
calculation 

Shows the sum, avg, max, min, count of a column if 
configured 

10 Paging controls If paging is enabled, paging controls let the user jump to 
various positions in the data 

 

7.1.5.2 Drill-down 

For the drill-down to work, all related components HAVE TO be used inside the 
advanced layout component. 

In the below example layout, one source tabular report is driving three target reports. The 
targets are placeholders (2 – tabular report, 3 – Calendar Heatmap) until the user has clicked 
on a drill-down enabled (1) column’s value. 
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After the drill-down got initiated, the selected row gets highlighted (1) & the respective 
filtered-down reports show their results. The source portlet that drives multiple targets like in 
the example has a highlight border all around (4). The target portlets are “pointing” to their 
source portlet with the border highlight edging towards the source portlet (3). The current 
filter set inside the targets is visible by hovering the mouse over the funnel icon  (2).  
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7.2 Tabular Linked Report 
 

 

 
 

7.2.1 Create 
The creation of a linked report is very similar to the none-linked version. The difference is 
that the new component must be configured to be of the type “Linked IGL Report” (1) and 
the linked IGL report must be selected (2). 
 

 

7.2.2 Database SQL Definition 
The SQL of the linked IGL report gets displayed but it can’t be modified. 
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7.2.3 Data Setup 
See the identical setup at 7.1.3 Data Format Setup. 

7.2.4 Portlet Setup 
See the identical setup at 7.1.4 Portlet Setup. 
 

7.2.5 End-User Experience 
Identical to the none-linked tabular reports with the addition of being able to browse report 
results of the linked RSA IGL report.  
A filing cabinet will appear on the top right corner.  
 

 
 
Clicking on it will reveal a dialog where the desired report result can be searched and 
selected. The runtime indicates how big the report is and approximately how fast it will 
display to the user.  
 

 
 
Once displayed, the description of the component will indicate the meta info of the report 
result.  

 
 
On the top right corner, a play button will appear that gives the user the ability to once more 
run the actual query live and get the current data. 
 

 

7.3 Calendar Heatmap 
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7.3.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Calendar Heatmap” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.3.2 Database SQL Definition 
The SQL query has to return two columns 
 
Column name Format 
Date  YYYY-MM-DD 
ActivityCount Numeric 
<other column(s)> Other columns must be returned by the 

query if the component will be used as a 
drill-down target. Any column that will be 
used to filter the drill-down hence must be 
returned (e.g. USER_ID). If a source 
component issues a drill-down of column 
USER_ID, that column must be returned by 
the SQL to enable proper filtering. 

 
For example: 
select   to_char(TRUNC (sysdate, 'YYYY')+level-1,'YYYY-MM-DD')  as "Date", 
case to_char(TRUNC (sysdate, 'YYYY')+level-1, 'D') when '6' then 0 when '7' 
then 0 else floor(abs((sin(level)*sin((level+90)/2))/sin(level))*10) 
+round(dbms_random.value() * 8) end as "ActivityCount"  from dual  connect 
by  level <= (sysdate-TRUNC (sysdate, 'YYYY'))+1 

7.3.3 Data Setup 
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# Function Option 
1 Style  

Turbo  
Orange 
-> Red 

 

Plasma  
Warm  
Cool  
Green 
-> Blue 

 

Purple-
> Blue 

 

Yellow 
– 
Orange 
- Red 

 

 
 

2 Drill-Down 
configuration 

Available columns are DATE and ACTIVITYCOUNT. Those can 
be renamed on-the-fly in the cols option. See 8.1.3.3 Renaming 
filter column on the fly. 

 

7.3.4 Portlet Setup 
 
1 Show Title If ticked, the title will be set to the Display Name, otherwise 

the Query Name 
2 Show Description Shows the Description und the title. The description will be 

the mouse-over to the Title in any case 
3 Filter column 

beautifier JSON string 
The string requires the following format: 
{ “<filter column1 name>”:”<business friendly 
name>”,“<filter column2 name>”:”<business 
friendly name2>”,…} 
The filter column name must be in the exact case and format 
as the one set by a drill-down action from another 
component.  

4 Show Friendly Filter 
in Title 

By default, any drill-down filter tiggered by another 
component will be displayed as a funnel icon right next to 
the title and in the portlet info area in the top right corner: 
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Enabling this option will append the filter spelled out using 
the column titles. E.g. 

 
 
Keep in mind that not all columns returned by the SQL 
might be displayed in the table but are hidden (either via 
configuration or because the layout demands them to be 
hidden). If there is not business friendly name for a column, 
the name returned by the SQL will get displayed. So even if 
a column is configured to be invisible but it will be used 
later on in a filter, give it a user friendly title. 

7.3.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 

1 Year Indicator Shows Year of the calendar block  
2 Weekday indicator Legend to indicate Monday-Sunday 
3 Mouse over info Hovering the mouse pointer over a date square will reveal 

the exact date and value associated with it 
4 Legend Using the colour schema, the legend automatically scales to 

the min and max value and divides the scale up. 
Click on a category to hide/show it. 

5 Drill-down filter 
indicator 

Mouse-over will reveal what filter(s) are currently applied to 
this calendar heatmap 

 

7.4 News Ticker 
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7.4.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Newsticker” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.4.2 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Message section Click and drag to arrange the messages, further to the left 

means the item scrolls closer to the bottom of the component 
2 Icon Icon that appears on the left side of the title 

 
None No icon 
Heart  
User Plus  
Coffee cup  
Wrench  
Clipboard  
Thumbs up  
Connection  
New  
Phone  
Envelop  
Clock  
Calendar  
Speech bubble  
Notification bubble  
Busy  
Binoculars  
Key  
Construction  
Cake  
Medal  
Trophy star  
Gauge  
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Globe  
Eye  
Spotlight  

 
 

3 Title Will appear bold, HTML allowed 
4 Main text Main message body, HTML allowed 
5 Reverse direction If ticked, message will move from right to left. Otherwise 

left to right 
6 Font size From XXS to XXL 
7 Add or remove 

message 
Use the plus and minus buttons to add a new message or 
remove the last message (use drag and drop to assure the to-
be-deleted message is the last one) 

 
The speed on which the messages scroll by gets randomly assigned. 

7.4.3 Portlet Setup 
There is not portlet setup for this component. 

7.4.4 End-User Experience 
 

 
 
1 Message section All configured messages will appear in the order configured, 

scrolling past in their respective direction and font size 
2 Message Details Hovering the mouse over a message will stop it from 

scrolling. 
Clicking on a message will open the message details 
window and show the full message. This window can be 
hidden with another mouse click. 

 

7.5 FactPlus 
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7.5.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“FactPlus” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.5.2 Database SQL Definition 
The SQL must return at least one column with a single row, either a string or numeric type. 
This value will get checked against the “Scaling Config” to determine if the value falls under 
“Green”, “Yellow” or “Red”.  
The query can also return TargetObjectID (both case insensitive when it comes to the 
column name), which hold the numeric identifier of the respective user or object. Those 
variables will get used to substitute such placeholder in the “URL the fact refers to” 
configuration value.  

7.5.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Scaling 

config 
string 

A FactPlus can have three states: green, yellow and red.  
 
If the values for the states are strings, then the SQL query must return 
those states for the FactPlus component to correctly map them: 
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{"green":"Approved","yellow":"Approving & Fulfillment", 
"red":"Rejected"} 
 
If the config string contains the attribute max then the states have to be 
numeric and the SQL query must return values between the green-point 
and the max. 
 
{“max”:100, "green":0,"yellow":70, "red":90 } 
 
In this example the maximum expected value from the SQL query is 100. 
If the value is greater or equal than green and less then yellow then the 
status is green; greater or equal yellow and less than red then yellow; 
greater or equal red then red.   
 

2 Linked 
URL 

String can contain currentuserid and/or targetobject id (case 
insensitive) that will get substituted with the true current CurrentUserID & 
TargetObjectID or with the value returned by the SQL (targetobjectid 
only). 
E.g. /aveksa/main?Oid=:currentuserid& 
ReqType=GetPage&PageID=UserChangeRequestsPageData& 
ObjectClass=com.aveksa.gui.objects.user.GuiEnterpriseUser 
 

3 Icon  
New  
Clock  
Calendar  
Bubble blank  
Bubble User  
Bubble Lock  
Bubble Star  
Bubble Heart 

 
Bubble Plus 

 
Bubble Minus 

 
Bubble Notification  
Users 

 
User Plus  
User Minus  
Mover  
Bug  
Cog  
Mail  
Compliance  
Busy  
Binoculars  
Bell  
Database  
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Key  
Construction  
Gauge  
Globe  
Eye  

 
 

 

7.5.4 Portlet Setup 
There is not portlet setup for this component. 

7.5.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 
1 Icon  Either default font color (black), yellow or red. When the 

latter two, the icon will also wiggle 
2 Status text Colour-coded like the icon 
3 Title Title of FactPlus component 
4 Description Description of FactPlus component 

 

7.6 TextBite  
 

  
 

7.6.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“TextBite” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 
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7.6.2 Database SQL Definition 
 The SQL must return two columns, HEADING and DETAIL. You can return more than one 
record. In that case the component attempts to distribute the bites over the available screen 
real-estate.  
You can add a third column, RANK, containing a number that indicates the rank each bite 
should take, starting from 1.  
 
Example 
 

selectcount(distinct department) as detail, 'Amount of 
Departments' as heading from avuser.pv_users where department is 
not null  
union  
select count(distinct business_unit_id) as detail, 'Amount of 
Business Units' as heading from avuser.pv_users where 
business_unit_id is not null 

7.6.3 Data Setup 
This component has not Data Setup configuration items. 

7.6.4 Portlet Setup 
This component has not Portlet Setup configuration items. 

7.6.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 

1 Heading  Shows the heading of the text bite 
2 Details Shows the value behind the heading 

 
 

7.7 Worldmap 
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7.7.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Worldmap” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.7.2 Database SQL Definition 
 The SQL query must return at least two columns. Mandatory is the NAME column that states 
the ISO name of the country (e.g. Germany, United States, France,…). A second column 
must return a numeric value. The name of the column is freely selectable.  
Additional columns might be returned, each with arbitrary data types (string, numeric). 
Special handling applies to column name ending in _PCT (short for Percentage). The name 
of those columns when displayed to the user will be stripped of the _PCT part and the values 
will receive a %-sign as a suffix. 

7.7.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
# Function Option 
1 Topic of info box Type in the title of the infobox  
2 Order of columns as they should appear in 

the info box 
Drag the available columns 
according to the wished order 

3 Add or remove column for info box Click the minus on the column that 
currently has focus. Plus adds a 
column. Mind you, if you change the 
SQL query, the listed column may 
change 
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4 Lookup 

column 
Pick the column that should be used to place the counties on a scale 
(must be a numeric-based column) 

5 Custom 
colors/Color-
vision 
impaired 
preset 

Switch between color-vision impaired friendly colors and your own 
custom ones 

6 Colors Arrange colors by dragging them to their desired position. Use CSS 
color names or hex-values.  

7 Add/remove 
color 

Add or remove colors (input focus on the color that you want to 
remove) 

 
 

 
 
8 Drilldown 

config 
Special handling: the “cols” array can list attribute:value pairs 
where “attribute” is the name of a GeoJSON attribute identifying a 
country and “value” is the name of the column used to filter on the 
target. E.g. “sovereignt”:”COUNTRYLONG” 

 
 

7.7.4 Portlet Setup 
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1 Show Title If disabled, title will never be shown. If enabled, the title will appear if 

the portlet has enough vertical space to do so without compromising the 
actual content. The (i) icon on the top right corner of the portlet will 
always show the title when the user hovers the mouse-pointer over it. 

2 Show 
Description 

If disabled, description will never be shown. If enabled, the description 
will appear if the portlet has enough vertical space to do so without 
compromising the actual content. The (i) icon on the top right corner of 
the portlet will always show the description when the user hovers the 
mouse-pointer over it. 

7.7.5 End-User Experience 

 
 
1 Scale  The column name (prettified) used to build the scale gets 

displayed on the left. The color-schema follows the 
configuration 

2 Info Box When the user hovers the mouse over a country, the info box 
will display all associated data returned for this country. The 
column used for scaling will appear in bold. 

3 Zoom controls Used to zoom in/out. The mouse wheel / two-finger slide 
can be used as well 

 

7.8 Network Chart 
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7.8.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Network” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.8.2 Database SQL Definition 
 The SQL can return two distinct information blocks in one go. The nodes and the links. 
Nodes are mandatory. 
 
Nodes are made up of these columns: 
 
Column Name Mandatory Description 
ID Yes Unique ID of the node (for RSA IGL 

e.g. role raw name, group raw name 
etc.) 

GROUP Yes Value that groups certain nodes 
together, e.g. the name of a roleset or a 
group ADC 

INFO_[<attribute name>] No Any additional column that starts with 
INFO_ will be included in the mouse-
over info box. The INFO_ will be 
stripped from the column name when 
displayed in the info box. 

INFO_URL No If present, a ALT+ left click will 
forward the browser window/tab to the 
listed URL 

 
Examples of INFO_ columns 
 
Column Name Description 
INFO_ROLESETNAME Name of roleset a role belongs to 
INFO_VIOLATIONS Amount of violations associated with the node/role 
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Links between nodes are made up of these columns: 
 
Column Name Mandatory Description 
SOURCE No ID of the node that is the source of the 

link (see ID of the node columns from 
above) 

TARGET No ID of the node that is the target of the 
link (see ID of the node columns from 
above) 

VALUE No Strength of the link, ranging from 0 
(zero) to about less than 10 (it all 
depends…). This is the strength of the 
“gravitational” pull source and target 
experience. That way it is possible to 
“drag” the source and target towards 
each other. 

 
The overall SQL query must deliver all the mandatory columns from the nodes and links 
combined, for example: 
 

    SELECT 
    rl.id, 
    rl.alt_name        AS info_name, 
    rs.name            AS "GROUP", 
    rs.name           AS info_roleset_name, 
    membership_count   AS info_membership_count, 
    entitlement_count  AS info_entitlement_count, 
    violation_count    AS info_violation_count, 
    exception_count    AS info_exception_count, 
    
'/aveksa/main?ReqType=GetPage&'||'PageID=GlobalRoleMainPageData&'
||'Action=New&'||'ObjectClass=com.aveksa.gui.objects.globalRole.G
uiGlobalRole&'||'Oid='||rl.id||'&'||'GlobalRoleSet='||rs.id as 
info_url, 
    null as source,  
    null as target, 
    null as value 
FROM 
         pv_role rl 
    JOIN pv_roleset rs ON rs.id = rl.roleset_id 
WHERE 
        rl.is_disabled = 'False' 
    AND deletion_date IS NULL 
union 
select  
    null as id, 
    null        AS info_name, 
    null            AS "GROUP", 
    null  as info_roleset_name, 
    null   AS info_membership_count, 
    null  AS info_entitlement_count, 
    null    AS info_violation_count, 
    null    AS info_exception_count, 
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    null as info_url, 
    re.role_id           AS source, 
    re.entitlement_id    AS target, 
    CASE 
        WHEN sr.roleset_id = tr.roleset_id THEN 
            0.05 
        ELSE 
            0.0251 
    END                  AS value 
FROM 
         pv_role_entitlement re 
    JOIN pv_role  sr ON sr.id = re.role_id 
    JOIN pv_role  tr ON tr.id = re.entitlement_id 
WHERE 
    re.entitlement_type = 'global-role'  
     

 

7.8.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Fill type of circles Choose between solid, linear or radial 
2 Force Tweak Higher numbers will have the nodes attract each other 

more, resulting in smaller clusters but also making links 
harder to distinguish 

3 Column holding the radius 
value (initial) 

Select which SQL column will contains the initial 
radius column to determine the radius of each node 

4 Min radius Minimum radius, no matter how small the value in the 
radius column is 
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5 Max radius Maximum radius, no matter how big the value in the 
radius column is 

6 Columns and their order in 
the info box 

Drag columns to their desired position in the info box 

7 Add/remove columns Click on minus when you have the input focus on a 
particular column to remove it. Adding a column is 
possible, too. Keep in mind that changing the SQL will 
result in changes to the listed columns 

 

 
 
8 Initial grouping Choose between a rather unstructured cloud, a matrix, 

radial or sector ordering 
9 Grouping button Show or hide the grouping button. The button allows 

users to change the grouping type 
10 Force slider Show or hide the force slider. Allows users to adjust 

the force (shrinking/expanding the clusters) 
11 Zoom buttons Show or hide the zoom buttons 
12 Show drop down menu for 

radius column 
If shown, allows users to change the radius column and 
switch between the available numeric columns (yes, 
that gets automatically determined during data load) 

 

 
 
 
13 Drop down config See standard drill-down config options 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE 
The network graph can show data on first display AND 
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be a drill-down target at the same time. The behavior 
gets controlled by giving it a negative DDTARGET 
value in the component URL (actual dashboard setup).  
This means the data will be loaded and any filters send 
by other components will be applied to the already 
loaded data set. Avoiding reloads and providing instant 
highlighting etc.  

 
 

7.8.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard portlet setup 

7.8.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 
1 Force slider  Increases or decreases the cluster sizes 
2 Grouping button Enables switching between the different grouping modes 
3 Radius switch Switches the radius attribute/column 
4 Zoom controls  
5 Highlighted node(s) When clicking on a node and drill-down is enabled, the node 

highlights. If the component is a drill-down target and the 
filter is set on a group value, the whole group get 
highlighted 

6 Links Highlighted for any target node(s) 
7 Info box Hovering the mouse pointer over a node will show all 

available info (INFO_ columns) 
 
 
Examples 
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7.9 Horserace Chart (only w/ Gamification Module) 
 

 

7.9.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Horserace Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.9.2 Database SQL Definition 
The SQL query needs to return the value changes or a particular entity over time. The 
required columns are: 
 
Column Valid Values Comment 
ISFOCUS 
 

true, false If set to true, the associated 
“horse” will be highlighted. 
Usually used to mark the current 
user, business unit etc. 

NAME 
 

Any string   
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TIMESTAMP Date format Use a daily increment between 
different records for a given 
NAME 

VALUE numeric  
LASTVALUE numeric Value of previous record when 

taking the TIMESTAMP 
ascending ordering into account 

 
The LASTVALUE is often best calculated by usig the LAG() function of SQL. 
 
Example: 
 
 
SELECT 
   isfocus, 
    usr.user_id   AS name, 
    timestamp, 
    sumcr  value, 
    LAG(sumcr) 
    OVER( partition by usid 
        ORDER BY 
            usid,timestamp 
    )     lastvalue 
FROM 
    ( 
        SELECT 
          isfocus, 
            usid, 
            newpoints, 
            SUM(newpoints) 
            OVER(PARTITION BY usid 
                 ORDER BY timestamp 
            ) sumcr, 
            timestamp 
        FROM 
            ( 
                SELECT 
                    'true' as isfocus, 
                    :CurrentUserId                                         
AS usid, 
                    sysdate - level                           
AS timestamp, 
                    floor(dbms_random.value(0, 22))            
AS newpoints 
                FROM 
                    dual 
                CONNECT BY 
                    level < 90 
                UNION 
                SELECT 
        'false' as isfocus, 
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                    requestor_id AS usid, 
                    timestamp, 
                    trunc(floor(dbms_random.value(0, 20)) )           
AS newpoints 
                FROM 
                         (select distinct requestor_id from 
avuser.pv_change_request where requestor_id >0  ) 
                    JOIN ( 
                        SELECT 
                            level as lvl, 
                            sysdate - level                           
AS timestamp 
                        FROM 
                            dual 
                        CONNECT BY 
                            level < 90 
                    ) stats ON 1 = 1 
            ) 
    ) stats join avuser.pv_users usr on usr.id=stats.usid 

7.9.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Caption 

 
Title of the horse race chart 

2 Amount of Elements to 
display (top N) 
 

Shows the race of the top N NAMEs 

3 Overall duration of 
animation 

In milliseconds 

4 Saturation of bars Color saturation or bars (horses) 
5 Race starts... You can either automatically start the race once the 

component has finished loading or present the user with a 
“Start” button.  

6 Show Prizes after race 
finished 

Shows prize-badges for the top 3 horses 

 
 

7.9.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup 

7.9.5 End-User Experience 
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7.10 Common Options for (most) Charts 
Following components share a set of common options. Those will be explained in this 
chapter. There are plot specific options for the following charts, described in their respective 
chapters: 
 

• Line Chart 

• Bar Chart 

• Area Chart 

• Pie Chart 

• Donut Chart 

• Radial Bar 

• Polar Area 

• Radar Chart 

• Bubble Chart 

• Treemap 

7.10.1 Data Setup options 
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1 Show legend Show or hide the graph’s legend 
2 Show legend for 

single series 
Shows legend also for a single series 
 

3 Show for null series Shows legend even when no series is present 
4 Show for zero series Shows legend even when no data is present for a series 
5 Legend position Position of legend 
6 Legend horizontal 

alignment 
 

 

 
 
7 Color presets Choose from color-vision impairs save colors or a custom 

color array 
8 Colors Drag a color to its desired position, first color will be used 

by the first series etc. Use CSS notation to define a color 
9 Add/remove color Add a color by clicking on the plus sign, having the focus on 

an existing color and clicking minus will remove that color 
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10 Show Toolbar Hide or show toolbar 
11 Show download 

option 
 

12 Show selection tool  
13  Enable zoom  
14 Show zoom in button  
15 Show zoom out 

button 
 

16 Show reset zoom 
button 

 

 

 
 
17 Enable animations Animations generally make things look way cooler. 

However, they cost performance and with many dashboard 
components present, disabling animations will improve 
rendering times 

 

 
 
 
18 Enable sparkline If enabled, hides (even if enabled) legends, axis etc. and 

only leaves the bare path visible.  
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19 Stacked series Applicable to bar and line charts only.  
20 Stack Type “Normal” stacks the values of each series on top of each 

other, “100%” normalizes each series’s values to have the 
sum of each stack represent 100% and each series’s value 
the respective fraction 

 

 
 
21 Data Labels Shows the values for each data point permanently in the 

graph (as opposed to tooltips which only show them on 
mouse-over) 

 

 
 
22 Drop Shadows Enable to show drop shadows of the paths 
23 Top offset In pixels 
24 Left offset In pixels 
25 Blur In pixels 
26 Shadow color CSS values 
27 Opacity 0-1 

 

 
 
28 Data point markers For line charts etc., size of the data point in pixels 
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29 Show plot line Shows or hides the plot line 
30 Curve mode Smooth (splines), straight or step 
31 Line width In pixels 
32 Dash setting The higher the number, the more space between dashes, 

0=no dashing 
 

 
 
33 Fill Opacity For charts with filling space, opacity of fill. Color gets 

derived from the path’s own color 
34 Fill type Solid or gradient 

 

 
 
35 Theme Overall graph color scheme, light or dark 
36 Color Palette Palette 1-10 
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37 Monochrome option Overwrite for all colors, will show only shades of color 
stated under (38) 

38 Monochrome color CSS value 
39 Shading towards Light or dark, origin being the color under (38) 
40 Intensity of shading 0-1, how “fast” does the shading move away from the color 

stated in (38) 
 

 
 
41 Show X axis labels Shows or hides x axis labels 
42 Rotate labels Rotates x axis labels by a certain amount of degrees 
43 Always rotate Always rotate the labels or only when needed (labels too 

long) 
44 Hide overlapping 

labels 
Hide labels that are too long 

45 Append … Append … to labels that are too long and only display what 
fits 

46 Show axis ticks Shows ticks on the x axis 
47 Number of ticks  
48 Axis title  
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49 Y-Axis order Click, hold and drag a Y axis definition 
50 Show Y Axis Show or hide the Y axis definition 
51 Name of data series Name of data series, exactly like it gets returned by the SQL 

query 
52 Name of series in 

graph 
 

53 Show this axis when 
user series gets hidden 

If a user hides a series, still show the corresponding Y Axis 
or not 

54 Show Y Axis on the 
right 

Default is left 

55 Logarithmic scale Shows this scale logarithmically. Ideal to show values that 
are vastly different by several magnitudes  

56 Maximum value Set a max value if there is one (useful to assure proper 
display) 

57 Show Axis ticks  
58 Amount of axis ticks  
59 Number of fractions   
60 Add another Y Axis Remove an Y Axis by having input focus on one of its 

options and click the minus icon 
 

 
61 Enable tooltips Enables tooltips and mouse-overs 
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62 Drill down 

configuration 
 

 

7.10.1.1 Data forecast points 
For line, bar and area charts it is possible to let the system calculate forecasts based on the 
existing data. For that, an extra tab appears called “Forecast Data-Points”. Keep in mind that 
drill-downs on those forecasted points might need adjustments to the drill-down target’s SQL 
query. 
 
62 Amount of forecasted 

points 
Chose a sensible amount. If you have e.g. 20 existing data 
points, forecasting 20 more can lead to wrong expectations 
from the end-users 

63 Fill opacity Opacity of the fill color 
64 Stroke width Stroke width of the forecasted path 
65 Dash array Definition of the dashes. Higher numbers mean more space 

between dashes. 
 

7.11 Line Chart 

7.11.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Line 
Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.11.2 Database SQL Definition 
 A line chart can at its most basic setup display one line. Using the appropriate SQL setup, it 
is possible to display multiple lines in a graph and even mix line graphs with area and bar 
charts. 

7.11.2.1 Single Series  
If a single line needs to be displayed, the SQL must return at least two columns, x and y. x 
can be any numeric value whilst y can be numeric, a date (YYYY-MM-DD) or a string (aka 
category). It can contain a series column which then names the current set of values. 
 

select '# Revokes' as series, to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') 
as x, floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,300))  as y from dual 

 connect by level<20 
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7.11.2.2 Multi Series 
Like the single series, the multi series SQL setup must return x and y but also must return a 
series column 
 

select '# Revokes' as series, to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') 
as x, floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,300))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 
union 
select '# Maintains' as series, to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-
DD') as x, floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,3000))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 

 
For each series a separate Y-Axis definition can be configured. 

7.11.2.3 Multi Series with different chart types 
Each series can have a different chart type. The available types for a multi-chart are line, 
bar and area. Those get defined in the column type. 
 
Keep in mind that if using multiple chart types in a line graph component, there are no 
options for the bar and area options. For more flexibility, consider using multiple chart types 
in an area or bar type component. Each component can only have type-specific options for its 
own type. Other types specified in the SQL query receive their default settings. 
 

select '# Revokes' as series, 'line' as type, 
to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') as x, 
floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,300))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 
 union 
 select '# Maintains' as series, 'area' as type, 
to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') as x, 
floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,3000))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 

7.11.3  Data Setup 
 
There are no additional options for line charts. 

7.11.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard portlet setup. 

7.11.5 End-User Experience 

7.11.5.1 Single line chart 
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1 Toolbar Use to zoom, pan and export the graph 
2 Legend Shows name of data series 
3 Y Axis  
4 Tooltip Box shows details of data point under mouse cursor 
5 Data points and line Shown here as a dash array and with a drop shadow 
6 X Axis Here using dates 

 

7.11.5.2 Multi Series 

 
 
1 Legend w/ multiple 

series 
 

2 Logarithmic scale Also note that one of the Y Axis is on the right, two on the 
left 

3 Gradient fill Line charts use the “Fill” option set to create a gradient for 
just the line itself 
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7.11.5.3 Multi series with different chart types 

 
 
1 Line, Area and Bar 

chart mixed 
SQL example 
select '# Revokes' as series, 'area' as type, 
to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') as x, 
floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,300))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 
 union 
 select '# Maintains' as series, 'line' as 
type, to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') as x, 
floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,3000))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 
 union 
 select '# Changes' as series, 'bar' as 
type, to_char(sysdate-level,'YYYY-MM-DD') as x, 
floor(DBMS_RANDOM.VALUE(1,10))  as y from dual 
 connect by level<20 

 
 

7.12 Bar Chart 

7.12.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Bar 
Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.12.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. 

7.12.3 Data Setup 
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1 Horizontal  Bar If enabled, the bars switch from vertical to horizontal layout 
2 Border Radius Border radius in pixels. The higher the number, the rounder it gets 
3 Column width 

% 
 

4 Column height 
% 

 

5 Discrete bars One color per series instead of  
6 Overlapping 

bars 
 

7 Grouped bars  
 

7.12.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup. 

7.12.5 End-User Experience 
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1 Toolbar Export tools etc. 
2 Legend  
3 Bars Here a grouping of multiple data series is shown, border 

radius 10 
 
 

7.13 Area Chart 

7.13.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Area 
Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.13.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. 

7.13.3 Data Setup 

 
 

 
1 Fill 

behavior 
Fill everything between the null point on the Y Axis and the graph’s line 
or just from the lowest to the highest 
Origin: 

 
 
End: 
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7.13.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup 

7.13.5 End-User Experience 

 
 
1 Legend  Toolbar is hidden in this example 
2 Multiple series 

showing 
 

3 Brush chart Here the brush chart applies on a numeric X Axis (days 
since…) 

 
 

7.14 Pie Chart 

7.14.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Pie 
Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.14.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple series types and multiple chart types are not 
supported for this component. 

7.14.3 Data Setup 
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1 Starting 

angle 
Higher values mean that the first slice/value will move from 12 o’clock 
clockwise  

2 Expand 
on click 

Slides out the pie slice when clicked 

3 Data label 
min angle 

Which angle size (degrees) must a slice/wedge have at least to show a 
label 

 
 

7.14.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup. 

7.14.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 

1 Legend  
2 Pie Delicious 
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3 Data label  
 

7.15 Donut Chart 

7.15.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Donut 
Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.15.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple series types and multiple chart types are not 
supported for this component. 

7.15.3 Data Setup 

 
 

 
1 Starting angle Higher values mean that the first slice/value will move from 12 

o’clock clockwise  
2 Expand on 

click 
Slides out the pie slice when clicked 

3 Data label 
min angle 

Which angle size (degrees) must a slice/wedge have at least to show a 
label 

4 Donut size in 
% 

Compared to a full pie/circle area, how much space does the donut 
take 

5 Show inner 
lables 
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6 Show name  
7 Show value  
8 Show total If no part of the donut is hovered on with the mouse, show the total of 

all slices 
9 Show total 

always 
Even when the mouse hovers over a donut slice 

7.15.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup. 

7.15.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 

1 Legend  
2 Donut delicious 

 
 

7.16 Radial Bar 

7.16.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Radial Bar” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.16.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple series types and multiple chart types are not 
supported for this component. 
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7.16.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Starting angle Higher values mean that the first slice/value will move from 12 

o’clock clockwise  
2 End Angle  
3 Show track Shows the remaining track until the end angle greyed out 
4 … … 
5   
6 Stroke width  
7 Show data lables  
8 Show name  
9 Show value  
10 Show total If no part of the donut is hovered on with the mouse, show the 

total of all slices 
11 Inner spacing In pixels 
12 Inner size How much space reserved for the inner part of the gauge’s circle 
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7.16.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup 

7.16.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 
1 Labels   
2 Start angle Here -120 
3 End angle Here 120, mind the track that shows in grey indicating the 

left-over 
 
 

7.17 Polar Area 

7.17.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Polar 
Area” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.17.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple series types and multiple chart types are not 
supported for this component. 
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7.17.3 Data Setup 

 
 

 
1 Ring width  
2 Ring color CSS value 
3 Spoke width  
4 Spoke color CSS value 

7.17.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup. 

7.17.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 

1 Legend   
2 Spokes and rings Here ring width is 3 pixels and spokes 1 pixel wide 
3 Polar areas  
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7.18 Radar Chart 

7.18.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select “Radar 
Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.18.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple data serices and chart types are not supported for this 
component. 

7.18.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Offset Y Moves the whole chart to the bottom 
2 Line width or rings  
3 Color of rings  
4 Color of spokes  

 
 

7.18.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup. 

7.18.5 End-User Experience 
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1 Line grid and spokes Data label (Y Axis), here “year” 
2 Radar/spider values  

 
 

7.19 Bubble Chart 

7.19.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Bubble Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.19.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple data series & chart types are not supported for this 
component. 

7.19.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Min radius If empty, best guess will be calculated, otherwise min radius in 

pixels 
2 Max radius If empty, best guess, otherwise max radius in pixels 
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7.19.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup 

7.19.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 

1 Y Axis   
2 Data points  
3 X axis Here: dates 

 
 

7.20 Treemap Chart 

7.20.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Treemap” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.20.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple chart types are not supported for this component. 

7.20.3 Data Setup 
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1 Use shades of main colors Instead of just using the main colors (see “Filling”), use 

shades depending on the value of each cell 
2 Distribute colors If set, colors will distribute regardless of different data 

series. If disabled, each series has their own main color 
(or shades thereof, see above)  

 
 

7.20.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup 

7.20.5 End-User Experience 
 

 
 
1 Legend   
2 Map of data series 1  
3 Map of data series 2  

 
 

7.21 Boxplot Chart 

7.21.1 Create 
Click on the “+ Create” button on the main component administration table and select 
“Boxplot Chart” from the “Component Type” drop-down and click on “Add”. 

7.21.2 Database SQL Definition 
 See line chart SQL definition. Multiple chart types are not supported for this component. 
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7.21.3 Data Setup 
 

 
 
1 Color for the upper quartile 

 
Use valid CSS values 

2 Color for the lower quartile 
 

Use valid CSS values  

3 Show box plot horizontally Enable if you want the boxplot to be displayed 
horizontally instead of using vertical boxes 

4 Height Used when horizontal boxplot is enabled to determine 
the height of each box 

 
 

7.21.4 Portlet Setup 
Standard setup 

7.21.5 End-User Experience 
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8 Drill-down 

The Dashboards on Fire Elements help you in providing useful and usable components. The 
tabular reports are searchable and provide a way to make the information findable. Other 
components like the heatmaps work in conjunction with e.g., tabular reports to make 
information more digestible and accessible to users. Drilling down into data is a core feature 
of the Dashboards on Fire. 

All drill-down configurations require the dashboard to use the advanced 
dashboard layout component! 

8.1.1 Feature Matrix 
 

Component Type Can be Target Can be Source 

 
Tabular Report 

 
✓ ✓ 

 
Tabular Report (linked) 

 
✓ ✓ 

 
Calendar Heatmap 

 
✓ ✓ 

Graphs (line, bar, pie, radar, bubble, 
radial bar, tree map, network, 

boxplot) 
✓ ✓ 

Worldmap ⁃ ✓ 
Text Bite ✓ ⁃ 

 
Newsticker 

 
⁃ ⁃ 

 
FactPlus 

 
⁃ ⁃ 

 

8.1.2 Data requirements 
The drill-down happens what a source component sets data filters on (a) target component(s).  
 
Those filters are based on the column names (1, field IDs) returned by the respective SQL 
queries and NOT the column display names defined in the Dashboards on Fire component 
setup. 
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This means that any target component’s SQL must also return the column(s) stated in the 
drill-down configuration string. In the examples used below (heatmap), the SQL of the 
heatmap is set to: 
 

select distinct heatmap.*, user_id  from pv_users 
join ( 
SELECT 
    TO_CHAR(trunc(SYSDATE,'YYYY') + level - 1,'YYYY-MM-DD') AS 
"Date", 
    CASE TO_CHAR(trunc(SYSDATE,'YYYY') + level - 1,'D') 
            WHEN '6'   THEN 0 
            WHEN '7'   THEN 0 
            ELSE floor(abs( (sin(level) * sin( (level + 90) / 2) ) / 
sin(level) ) * 10) + round(dbms_random.value() * 8) 
        END 
    AS "ActivityCount" 
FROM 
    dual 
CONNECT BY 
    level <= ( SYSDATE - trunc(SYSDATE,'YYYY') ) + 1) heatmap on 1=1 
 

This enables any target component to set a filter for user_id but of course also any other of 
the two other columns, Date and ActivityCount. 
 
Keep in mind that you must keep the case of the column name in mind. It must be stated 
exactly like it is stated in the tabular report column definition or like the SQL will return the 
column name. By default, SQL will return the column capitalized. If your query returns the 
column aliased using apostrophes, then that case is the one you must use. 
 
Examples: 
 

SQL Column returned Drill-down item 
select user_id from 
pv_users 
 

USER_ID USER_ID 

Select USER_ID from 
pv_users 

USER_ID USER_ID 

Select User_Id from 
pv_users 

USER_ID USER_ID 

Select user_id as 
“User_Id” from 
pv_users 

User_Id User_Id 

Select user_id as 
“user_id” 

user_id user_id 
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8.1.3 Configuration String 

8.1.3.1 Simple, clicked on element 
The general syntax of the configuration string found under the per column setting of the 
tabular report data setup is: 
 
{"rank_number":{ "targetName" : "query_name"}} 
 
rank_number is an integer number acting as the link between the source and the target. 
The query_name is the Query Name (not Display Name) of the advanced component 
acting as the target.  
 
Example: 
 
 { "1":{"targetName":"User Details"}} 
 
The source will set the drill-down for a certain rank inside the same dashboard. This enables 
1:1, chained and 1:n relationships. If configured with the syntax above, no additional filter 
will be used and just that one target name be called.  
  

8.1.3.2 Passing one or more columns to filter on 
If the filter set on the target(s) must contain more than the current column and its value the 
syntax can be extended with the cols attribute: 
 
{"rank_number":{ "targetName" : "query_name","cols":["list of columns/field 
IDs"]} 
 
The comma-separated list then contains all the columns and their values for the selected 
line/record that will be included in the filter set on the target(s), e.g.: 
 

{ "1":{"targetName":"Review Progress Details", 
“cols”:[“business_unit_id”,”review_id”] } } 

 
In the above example the (source) will have, amongst others, two columns returned by the 
SQL, business_unit_id and review_id. Clicking on the column that has the drill-down 
enabled will build the filter using that column plus the ones defined in the cols attribute of 
the drill-down configuration string. 
 

8.1.3.3 Renaming filter column on the fly 
In scenarios where the source columns and target column don’t match, it is possible to 
configure the drill-down to rename columns on the fly so they get mapped to the right one’s 
in the target SQL query. 
{"rank_number":{ "targetName" : "query_name","cols":[{"source",”target”}]} 
 
For example: 
{"1": { "targetName": "Users Per City", "cols": [{"x":"CITY"}]}} 
 
Here the x column gets translated into the CITY attribute when the filter gets build, resulting 
in e.g. CITY = Zargreb. 
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8.1.3.4 Highlighting additional columns (Tabular report only) 
In case of tabular reports, it may be beneficial to highlight not only the clicked on cell, but 

others in the same row. For this, use the hlCols option. 

 

For example: 

 
{ "1":{"targetName":"Who Has What - User Details", 
"cols":["ENTITLEMENT_ID","ENTITLEMENT_TYPE","BUSINESS_UNIT"], "hlCols": 
["BUSINESS_UNIT"]}} 
 

 
 
Here the clicked-on column with the above drill-down configuration will, when activated, 

not only highlight itself but also the column IDed by BUSINESS_UNIT. 

8.1.3.5 Dynamic targetName (Tabular Report) 
For tabular reports it is possible to have the targetName of the drill-down configuration 
dynamically be set with the value of another column. That way, if needed, every line could 
have its own specific target.  For this to be enabled, state the targetName as an object like 
this: 
 
{ "1":{"targetName":{"col":”COMPONENTNAME”}, 
"cols":["ENTITLEMENT_ID","ENTITLEMENT_TYPE","BUSINESS_UNIT"], "hlCols": 
["BUSINESS_UNIT"]}} 
 
In the above example, the value for the target would be stored in the COMPONENTNAME 
column. You can hide this column, so users won’t see it.  

8.1.3.6 Dynamic targetName (certain charts) 
For all chart types besides Network, Calendar Heatmap, Network and Worldmap you can 
specify the targetName dynamically, too.  
The SQL query simply has to return the column TARGETNAME with the required component 
name. The drill-down configuration can still contain the target’s name. If this is the case and 
the SQL query returns a value for the specific data point, then the SQL returned value will be 
used. If  no value got returned, the default configuration applies. 

8.1.3.7 Deep-linking to other objects 
For all chart types besides Network, Calendar Heatmap, Network and Worldmap you can 
have the drill-down trigger a automatic forward to a object within the G&L UI.  
For this, specify a target rank of “deepLink” with the value of true.  
 
{ "deepLink”: true; } 
 
The information to which object (by Object ID and Type) and/or which dashboard 
(home/topic/object) the deep link forwards to gets controlled by the data returned by the SQL 
query. The query needs to return either OBJECT_ID and OBJECT_TYPE to refer to a 
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certain object (and its first dashboard, if present) with an optional specification of a specific 
dashboard’s ID (column DASH_ID) or a home/topic dashboard name (DASH_NAME). 

8.1.4 Scenarios 

8.1.4.1 1:1 
This scenario consists of one source and one target. For example: 

 
 
This setup consists of one tabular report on the left driving the heatmap on the right. 
 
The setup of the report consists of the drill-down target setting for the “User Id” column. In it 
the configuration string will look like this: 
 
{ "3":{"targetName":"Heatmap Example"}} 
 
The dashboard configuration (amongst the 1st element being the advanced layout component) 
has one calendar heatmap placeholder defined: 
 
custom.jsp?page=elementity_calendar_heatmap.jsp&DDTARGET=3  
 
Keep in mind that the rank is the identifier used to hook the source and target together. It 
must not necessary be the numerically lowest number available for the dashboard in question. 
If the source component gets re-used in another dashboard with more targets, the source 
configuration may actually consists of several target definitions.  

8.1.4.2 Chaining 
A variation of the 1:1 relationship is the chaining. In it one source drives a target which in 
turn can drive another target and so forth. There is no limit on how deep the drill-down goes. 
Usability however is a limiting factor as the layout on the screen and the available space 
makes anything more than 4 levels challenging or at least only useable for users with extra 
wide screens. 
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In the above example the the first report has the following target definition: 
 
{"1":{"targetName":"User Details"}} 
 
The second is the target but also acts as a source for the third one: 
 
{"2":{"targetName":"User Entitlements"}} 
 
The third report has not drill-down configuration in this example. 
 
As can be seen in the screenshot, the target-source indicator borders of the components adjust 
when a target becomes a source and vice-versa.  

8.1.4.3 1:n 
If one drill-down action should reveal several aspects at once, then a 1:n configuration is 
needed.  

 
 
In this example, the tabular report on the top drives three target components below. Notice 
the target-source indicator border to be set to a none-specific, all around setting with the 
source and specific pointers with the targets.  
 
The drill-down configuration string of the one source tabular report: 
 
{ "1":{"targetName":"User Details"}, "2":{"targetName":"User 
Entitlements"},"3":{"targetName":"Heatmap Example"}} 
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For all targets, the filter will be set to user_id=<value> when a drill-down gets triggered. 
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9 Component SQL  

9.1 RSA IGL Variables 
The SQL defined for the components offers the substitution of the current user ID via 
:currentUserID and of the currently viewed object via :targetObjectId.  
For both variables the case of the variable name is NOT important.  
 
SELECT entitled_id 
      FROM avuser.t_av_explodeduserentitlements 
      WHERE application_id=:TARGETOBJECTID 
      AND entitled_type   ='user' 
 
This variable will assure that only the rows get returned that have the application_id 
set to the ID of the currently viewed object (here: directory, application, dataset), meaning a 
dashboard components that runs for a certain object’s dashboard.  
:currentUserID is filled always with the internal ID of the currently logged in user.  
 
There are several other features around SQL queries for certain components, especially 
around the columns and data types returned. Please refer to those sections for further details. 
 

9.2 Effects of Drill-Down Filters 
Drill-down created filters are appended to the wrapped, original SQL.  
 
For example, ff the used SQL query reads as: 
 

select * from pv_users 
 

The SQL send to the database is: 
 

select * from ( select * from pv_users ) 
 
If the Drill-down, triggered by another component contains the filter USER_ID=’abcde123’ 
then the SQL query triggered is: 
 

select * from ( select * from pv_users )WHERE USER_ID=’abcde123’ 
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10 Meta SQL 

For some components it can make sense to deliver extra information about the data presented. 
This mainly applies for the age of the data.  
 
For long-running queries it is advisable to use either Materialized Views or insert/update the 
data into a table using scheduled (custom) workflows. In both cases, the user would be 
unaware that the data is not “live” but has a certain age and maybe drawing the wrong 
conclusion based on wrong expectations.  
The Meta SQL is there to provide that extra bit of information. It is an optional query that 
each component can have.  
Its output gets appended to the Description text of the component. If there is not (static) 
description, then the output is equal the description displayed to the user. 
 
The query must return one column only (naming irrelevant). 
 
In its simplest form, the Meta SQL returns a simple string: 
 

select ‘This data is not a live snapshot and can be several hours 
old’ from dual 

 

10.1 Substitutions 
The returned string of the Meta SQL can contain variables that get substituted on the client-
side to help increase usability. 

10.1.1 Time-based 
Displaying a timestamp is difficult if the time zones of the database is different than the one 
on the user’s browser. The time-based substitution however takes the time zone into 
consideration. The timestamp must be enclosed in a <timestamp> tag. 
The Meta SQL query must return the timestamp enclosed like this: 
 

select '<timestamp>' || to_char(max(event_date),'YYYY.MM.DD 
HH24:mm:ss') ||' +001</timestamp>' as meta from 
t_av_telemetry_data tdata where tdata.run_id = (select max(run_id) 
from t_av_telemetry_data) 

 
The expected format is fix and must follow this string: YYYY.MM.DD HH24:mm:ss Z 
 

Element Meaning 
YYYY Year, e.g. 2022 

MM Month, e.g. 01 for January 

DD Day, e.g. 01 for first day of month 

HH24 24h representation of the time, e.g. 13 

for one o’clock in the afternoon 

mm Minutes 

ss Seconds 
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Z Offset to UTC. E.g. +1 for Central 

European time, -6 for East Coast Time 

 
The timestamp will be parsed at the client and displayed in long format like “We, 26th Jan 

2022, 05:01:01”, keeping the right time zone set on the client in mind. 

10.2 Duration-based 
 A duration is handy to indicate either how old the data is or how much time is left until the 

next refresh of the source table/view. 

10.2.1 ETA 
ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) must be enclosed in the <eta> tag: 

 
select ‘Data gets refreshed in <eta>03:53:50</eta>' as meta from 
somesource 

 

The format is d.HH:mm:ss 
 

Element Meaning 
d Day (optional, you can leave out the 

whole d. part if not needed) 

HH Hours 

mm Minutes 

ss Seconds 

 

On the client the ETA will be counted down from and shown “humanized” meaning in 

terms like “a few hours”, “a minute”, “a few seconds”. When the time runs out, the 

user will be presented with a link to refresh the component.  

 

 
 

Keep in mind that generating the actual data in the source table might take some time, too. 

That may or may not be part of the value you return as the ETA in the first place. If  not, add 

a bit of time as a buffer, otherwise the user will receive “old” data after the reload once 

more.  

10.2.2 Age 
Age must be enclosed in the <age> tag: 

 
select ‘Data age: <age>03:53:50</age>' as meta from somesource 

 

The format is d.HH:mm:ss 
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Element Meaning 
d Day (optional, you can leave out the 

whole d. part if not needed) 

HH Hours 

mm Minutes 

ss Seconds 

 

On the client the age will be counted up and shown “humanized” meaning in terms like “a 
few hours”, “a minute”, “a few seconds”. It will keep counting up until a refresh is 

happening which will reset to counter to whatever value the Meta SQL returns next.  

 

10.2.3 Language Localization 
Following terms can be used to localize the displayed text to the user. They should be 

localized using strings.properties (and the localized instances of it). 

 

Property Englisch/default text 
ELE_UPDATED Updated 

ELE_UPDATED_ON Updated on 

ELE_UPDATED_AT Updated at 

ELE_NEXT_UPDATE_IN Next update 

ELE_NEXT_UPDATE_AT Next update at 

ELE_RELOAD_DASH_TO_REFRESH Re-load dashboard to refresh 

ELE_RELOAD_TO_REFRESH Re-load to refresh 

ELE_DATA_AGE Displayed data updated 

 

Each of those properties can be used as part of the returned string surrounded by curly 
brackets: 

 
select '{ELE_UPDATED_ON}: <timestamp>' || 
to_char(max(event_date),'YYYY.MM.DD HH24:mm:ss') ||' 
+001</timestamp><br>{ELE_NEXT_UPDATE_IN}: <eta>00:20:40</eta>' as 
meta from t_av_telemetry_data tdata where tdata.run_id = (select 
max(run_id) from t_av_telemetry_data) 
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11 Alerting 

Alerts are an additional information bit that can be presented to the user inside a component’s 
portlet. It gets presented as a ribbon in one or more corners of the portlet. 
 

 
 

It can be either information-only or provide a drill-down action, either the one associated to a 
certain datapoint or on its own. 
 
Alerting can’t be configured for: 

• TextBites 

• FactPlus 

• News Ticker 

 

11.1 Configuration 
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1 Alert set handle Drag a whole alert set up or down the order, last hit wins 
2 Ribbon Position  
3 Alert Text  
4 Counter Shows the amount of hits for the alert rule set in the data as 

a preamble to the alert text (3) (depending on (7) this might 
then be maximum of 1 or all hits) 

5 Action Either static ribbon, on click drill-down (data point config or 
alert set specific (see 8 & 9), with and without automatic 
activation of the drill-down action 

6 Hide on click Once the user clicks on the ribbion, make it disappear or let 
it stay visible 

7 Search condition The order of the data records returned by the SQL query is 
important for “first”, “last” and “any” (the latter produces 
only one hit for the first data record that matches the rule 
set, starting from the first record onwards). “All” searches 
all data records and counts all occurrences of successful hits 
on the rule set. 

8 Drill Down rank If set, is used to determine the target drill down rank. If left 
blank, the drill down configuration of the last data element 
matching applies (see (7)) 

9 Drill down target 
name 

Name of the target component for drill down. If left blank, 
the drill down configuration of the last data element 
matching applies (see (7)) 

10 Alert rule handle  
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11 Disable Drill-down 
filter 

If option is enabled, only the Target Name will be forwarded 
in the drill-down filter and no column filter(s) 

12 Column name Name of column to match, use exact case as returned by the 
SQL query 

13 Comparator  
14 Value  
15 Drill-down target 

column 
Name of target column. If left blank, name of column (11) 
will be used 

16 Add/remove alert rule  
17 Add/remove alert set  
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12 Tips & Tricks 

12.1 Design of a good dashboard 
It is best to aim fulfilling the six goals of good user experience design: 
 

o Useful: the available content must be relevant and help complete the task at hand 

quicker and more accurate than without the dashboard. 

 

o Usable: The dashboard must be easy to use. The user must be able to identify 

where to spend the attention on 

 

o Desirable: Fast response times as essential or at least managed expectations. Using 

database Materialized Views when needed will speed up the display of the data. 

This must be weighed against the need for that particular data to be as current as 

possible. Visually appearance must aid the other goals but also in itself be elegant. A 

simple elegance is what users prefer in general 

 

o Findable: The information needed must be indefinable with ease, searchable and 

clutter-free 

 

o Accessible: consider disabilities where possible, even often overlooked ones like 

colour blindness 

 

o Accuracy: Data must be either current or within the range of an acceptable age (e.g. 

due to the usage of materialized views) 

12.2 SQL Performance 
As mentioned in 4 Getting Started it is important to keep  your SQL queries performing 
adequately (see this article and others).  
 
Each portlet/component results in several SQL queries. 
 

1. Fetching the portlet setup (title, description, display options) 

2. Fetching the component setup (component specific options) 

3. Fetching the data query 

4. Launching the data query (step 3 and 4 happen server-side) 

 
From these four steps the heaviest and the only one that can cause performance issues is step 
four. As it goes, it is also the one query that can be fully controlled by the administrator of the 
dashboard components. Even if a query performs well in a development environment it might 
be considerably slower in production where more data and concurrent queries push available 
resources to their limits. 

12.2.1 Meta SQL 
Use the Meta SQL facility to display information about the data only. The use-case around 
Meta SQL is centered around the data age and displaying the timespans and time stamps to 
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the end-user. If you like to display short summaries about the data, the alerting functionality 
is the appropriate choice. 
Meta SQL collects its data on the database side, meaning it requires the needed steps to do so, 
fetching the SQL query, executing it and sending the data back to the client’s browser.  

12.2.2 Alerting 
Alerting can be used to display a simple message or summary of the present data within the 
component. Alerts analyze the data that already is downloaded at the client, avoiding any 
round time to the database. 
 
The simplest alert can be a ribbon that shows a static text, e.g. “New”. Doing so simply 
requires the appropriate alerting rule to search for a condition that always applies. E.g. y >= 
0. Combine this with the right alert color, position, alert text or icon and your alert will 
always be presented to the user.  
 
Having more than one alert set displaying a ribbon in a certain corner will result in the last of 
the alert sets to “win” and display the appropriate ribbon. 
 
Having multiple alert sets each user a different corner is of course possible, always keep the 
available screen real-estate in mind and don’t overload the user with information.  
 
Alerting can be used to show data conditions that represent: 

• Errors 

• warnings 

• informational tidbits 

• Inform user of new portlet functionality  
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13 Maintenance 

13.1 Backup & Restore 
As the Dashboards on Fire are stored in their separate data schema, the backup mechanisms 
that RSA IGL provides out-of-the-box can’t take care of the data stored there.  
 
Use the Backup and Restore mechanisms provided by the Dashboards on Fire administrative 
UI (5.1 Component Administration Interface). 
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14 Annex 

14.1 Troubleshooting 

14.1.1 Setup 
 

Symptom The bootstrap *.bootelejson got uploaded but failed with: 
  
error importing: Import Component #2 Query Name 
'QF_IGL_CHARTS 
error importing: Import Component #1 Query Name 
'QF_IGL_REPORTS 
error importing: Import Component #0 Query Name 
'QF_BOOTSTRAP 
 

Reason Dashboards on Fire database table and package are not 
imported correctly. 

Resolution Validate the database objects are correctly setup and 
permissions are in place. 

 

14.1.2 Dashboard layout mangled after export/import via RSA 
IGL 

 
Symptom Dashboard layout all mixed up or even just a single 

component visible where the advanced layout component 
should show many more 
 

Reason Exporting and importing dashboard definitions and 
components doesn’t restore the correct order of 
components for a dashboard 

Resolution Correct the order manually (7.2+) or try shifting a 
component down and then up again (7.1.1) 

 
 

14.1.3 SQL query doesn’t return data, Javascript console shows 
“execution error” 

 
Symptom Component appears to load forever, no data gets 

displayed. SQL query however delivers data in tools like 
SQL Developer.  
Query uses binding variables like :currentuserid or 
:targetobjectid 
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Reason The automatic conversion of bind variables to their 

proper type doesn’t always work.  
Resolution Check if the value you setting/comparing to is indeed 

numeric or if you need to cast the bind variable with e.g. 
to_char(:currentuserid). 
This occurs mainly in tables for risk and gamification 
that store the ID or either users or string references to e.g. 
departments.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

14.2 Image source 
The title image “The Milky Way over Uvala Stara” got provided by Simon Schubert and used 
with his permission. 


